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ABSTRACT

We have computed Compton profiles for hi transition-metals using the

Renonnalized Free Atom (RFA) model for two different electron configurations,

namely ^d"" 5s and l*dn 5s . The results for niobium and molybdenum are

presented and compared with those obtained for these metals within free atom

model. For low values of momenta the RFA profiles are 'broader than the

la t ter ones. The constancy of J(0) values reported for 3d-metals is shown

to be present also in case of itd-metals ,
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INTRODUCTION

There is a. great deal of interest in the study of transition metals for

several reasona_ Firstly, these metals themselves exhibit interesting properties

(eg, electrical, magnetic etc, )• and secondly they form compounds and alloys

which are of technological importance. Within the last few years major progress

has been made towards understanding the electronic structure of transition

metals and most of these observed features have been interpreted in terms of

the electronic structure and changes therein on compound and alloy formation
1)

Of the various methods, the Inelastic scattering of gamma rays (Compton

scattering) has emerged as a powerful probe to Investigate the behaviour of
2)

outer valence electrons in solids . This is mainly due to the fact that the

information one obtains from such an experiment - spectrum of inelastically

scattered radiation called Compton profile - is relatively Insensitive to lattice

distortions and within the impulse approximation, is directly related to the

electron momentum distribution of the scattering system. These experiments

thus provide a direct teat for the electron wave functions In the solids. For

metals, most Compton experiments have been confined to simple metals and

transition metals of the first series (Z—30) . This has been perhaps due

to the limitations being put by the use of Am gamma rays, Compton

measurements have been made using high energy sources also and results on Fa,
k) 5)

Nb metals as well as hydrides are available in the literature .

Concerning theoretical interpretation of Compton profiles, two approaches

have been used. In the first, complete band structure calculation of electron

momentum distribution (EHD) is performed and Compton profile Is determined by

integrating EMD.s in momentum space , Such calculations have been made for

most of 3d-metals (for a review, see Ref, 2) and in 1+d-series for Kb . These

calculations are quite time consuming. The second, useful in cases where one

Is interested in only average profiles (for polycrystals or for estimating charge

transfers in compounds) is the approach of Berggren using RFA model. The

results so obtained for 3d transition metals compare well with those obtained
9)

In a recent workby LCAO method, as well as those observed experimentally

Gandhi and Slngru have tabulated the Compton profiles for eight elements

starting from Sc to Cu (excluding Mn) for different 3d-!(s configurations.

Their computed values do exhibit constancy of J(o) as was observed experimentally

although these authors did not offer any explanation for this.
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Recently, Gelatt et al, , have shown that a close agreement exists

•between EFA computed cohesive energies and experiment for 3d as veil as ltd

transition metals. It was, therefore, thought of interest to compute Compton

profiles for Itd-metala using. EFA.approach to provide yet another test to the

model»

In this work, we report the results of our computation on Nb and Mo, the

two metals with similar crystal structures and for which the RFA predicted cohesive

energies are in very good agreement wtth experiment. We have followed the

approach of Berggren , Corapton profiles have been obtained for both the cases

in two configurations namely, l<dn~ 5s and kiR~ 5s^. Only 5s electron wave

functions have been renormalized using the known crystallographic data (see Fig.l)

The electron wave functions have been taken from the tables of Clement! and
12) '

Hoetti wherein separate wave functions for the two electronic configuratlna

mentioned above, are available. Since the procedure for the calculation is

given In detail in Hef,8 we shall not repeat it here and proceed directly to the

presentation and discussion of our results.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The computed Compton profiles are given in Table 1 The numbers shown

here are the total J(q) values obtained after superposing the calculated Compton

profiles of outer 5s electrons within HFA model and those for inner core electrons

The latter values have 'been taken directly from the tables of Biggs et a].

Also1 Included are the total Compton profiles for free atom model given In Ref.13.

These results are also shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for Nb and Mo, respectively for a

quick overall comparison. We have also computed (not given here) these J(q) >s

within free electron approximat Ion _ As pointed out by Berggren , here also

the RFA model profiles turn out to be nearly similar to the free electron profiles

but for a small tail extending, beyond Fermi momentum. Compared to say V, the

tail contribution comes out to be larger here. As the theoretical profiles have

been normalized to unity the existence of tail results in reduction of the height

of J(q) at q = 0 relative to free electron model values, A comparison of the

tabulated results and of Figs. 2 and 3 reveals that for both Nb and Mo free atom

profile is narrowed compared to RFA computed profiles. For momentum values

great&r than 1 a.u. the J{q.) for Nb in ltd 5s configuration yields essentially

the same aa for the free atom model. For 1+d 5s configuration, .although the

value J(0) lies between those obtained vith free atom and ltd 5s configuration,

for momentum values beyond 0,9 ,a.u, the J(q) values are consistently smaller
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than those for the other cases. For molybdenum the same conclusions hold true

The RFA values of J(0) for Nb and Ho come out to be 7.68, 7.91 and 7.62, 7.86

respectively. Regarding comparison of our results with experiment, Compton

profiles for Nb single crystal have been measured by Weioh et al,

Unfortunately, these authors have not given their data in tabular form for easy

comparison. Moreover, they have given results for only two direction (100) aJid

(110). -Likewise, Alexandropoulos and Reed have reported only the anisotropies

for Nb in the same two directions. Thus, a quantitative comparison cannot be

made' A look at the fig.l* of Ref.6, suggests that the value of J(0) for poly-

crystalline niobium should be about 7.3 which is very close to our value of 7.67

obtained for ki*^1 configuration, In Table 1, we have also included the

experimental values for q = 0. 5, 1.0, and 2.0 a.u. It Is seen that for all

these values of momenta, ̂ the computed- profile for ltd 5s configuration is In

agreement with data. To our knowledge no measurements are published for Mo.

One must remember that the theoretical results have to be convoluted with

suitable experimental resolution function. One obvious effect of this operation

would be to smear out the kink in J(q) seen at Fermi momentum, Similarly, the

effects of multiple scattering have to be eliminated from the experimental data

carefully otherwise the conclusion would not he reliable. It is hoped that

thi3 work would encourage systematic measurements on Std-transition metals.
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TABLE 2 FIGURE CAPTIOH
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Fig 1 Free-atom 5a vave function for niobium (dashed curve) and the same

function truncated at the Wigner-Seitz radius and renormalized to one

within the sphere (full curve)
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